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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[Docket No. RP96-387-001]

Williams Natural Gas Company; Notice
of Proposed Changes in FERC Gas
Tariff

Correction

In notice document 97–10808
beginning on page 22924 in the issue of
Monday, April 28, 1997, the docket
number should read as set forth above.
BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

[WY–985–97–0777–00; WYW139860]

Notice of Realty Action: Wyoming

Correction

In notice document 97–5084,
appearing on page 9446 in the issue of
Monday, March 3, 1997, make the
following correction:

On page 9446, in the third column,
under Sixth Principal Meridian, the
legal description should read as follows:
T. 40 N., R. 79 W.,
Sec. 25, SE1⁄4SW1⁄4NW1⁄4, SW1⁄4SE1⁄4NW1⁄4,

NE1⁄4NW1⁄4SW1⁄4, NW1⁄4NE1⁄4SW1⁄4.
Containing 20 acres, more or less.
BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Antitrust Division

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Request for Comments on Proposed
Agreement Between the Government
of the United States of America and
Government of Australia on Mutual
Antitrust Enforcement Assistance

Correction

In notice document 97–10401
beginning on page 20022 in the issue of
Thursday, April 24, 1997, make the
following corrections:

1. On page 20023, in the third
column, in paragraph H., in the ninth
line, ‘‘executive’’ and ‘‘execution’’.

2. On page 20026, in the first column,
in paragraph G., in the seventh line,
‘‘Requested’’ should read ‘‘Requesting’’.

3. On page 20027, in the third
column, in the first full paragraph, in
the fourth line, ‘‘or oral’’ should read
‘‘of oral’’. And in the 13th line, ‘‘except’’
should read ‘‘exempt’’.

4. On page 20028, in the second
column, in the third paragraph, in the
sixth line, ‘‘identify’’ should read
‘‘identity’’.

5. On the same page, in the same
column, in the fifth paragraph, in the

second line, ‘‘property’’ should read
‘‘properly’’.

6. On the same page, in the same
column, in the italicized heading, ‘‘28
CFR 167.7’’ should read ‘‘28 CFR 16.7’’.

7. On page 20030, in the third
column, in the third full paragraph, in
the fourth line from the bottom, ‘‘of
existence’’ should read ‘‘or existence’’.
BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

45 CFR Part 1626

Restrictions on Legal Assistance to
Aliens

Correction

In rule document 97–10035 beginning
on page 19416 in the issue of Monday,
April 21, 1997 make the following
correction:

PART 1626 [CORRECTED]

1. On page 19416, in the fourth
column under Examples of acceptable
documents:

a. The entry at lines number six and
seven, the number ‘‘3’’ should be
removed; and the line should read: ‘‘or
order granting residency or suspension
or adjustment of status’’

b. The entry at line seven should read:
‘‘or I-327 Reentry Permit’’

c. The entry beginning on line 13
should read: ‘‘I-485 (application for
adjustment of status on the basis of a
family-based’’

The table entry beginning on line 63
and ending on line 69 is corrected to
read as follows:

ALIEN ELIGIBILITY FOR REPRESENTATION BY LSC PROGRAMS

Alien category Immigration Act (INA) LSC Regs 45 CFR
§ 1626 Examples of acceptable documents

ASYLEE ....................................... INA § 208 8 USC § 1158 ........... § 1626.5 (c) I–94 or passport stamped ‘‘asylee’’ on ‘‘§ 208’’
or order granting asylum from INS, immigration judge, BIA, or federal court
or I–571 refugee travel document
or I–688B or I–766 coded 8 CFR § 274a.12(a) (5)(asylee)
or other computerized verification from INS or other authoritative document.

BILLING CODE 1505-01-D
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